Privacy Notice

This privacy notice discloses the privacy practices for White Fox Bead Studio LLC dba White
Fox Beads. This privacy notice applies solely to information collected by this website. It will
notify you of the following:
1. What personally identifiable information is collected from you through the website, how it is
used and with whom it may be shared.
2. What choices are available to you regarding the use of your data.
3. The security procedures in place to protect the misuse of your information.
4. How you can correct any inaccuracies in the information.
Information Collection, Use, and Sharing
We only have access to and/or collect information that you voluntarily give us.
We will not share, sell or rent this information to anyone except companies we need to use to
complete your transactions.
If you contact us via this website, we will use your information to respond to you, regarding the
reason you contacted us. This will NOT automatically add you to our email marketing list.
If you subscribe to our email marketing list via this website, we will most definitely contact you
via email in the future to tell you about specials, new products or services, or changes to this
privacy policy. After all, you want to hear about the best, most coolest beads and classes ever,
right? Even so, we really hate it when WE subscribe to a list and end up getting daily (or more!)
emails. We are doing good if we get out one a week. Maybe another one if we have a last
minute super cool event to tell you about. So….no daily inbox clogging emails from us. Ever.
When you sign up for a class, we will ask for your name, email and phone number. We need
your email to send you your confirmation. We need your phone number because life and
weather happens, and we may need you reach you if we have a last minute class cancellation.
We do not provide this information to anyone else, nor does it make it into our records at the
shop point of sale system. Yep - not every computer talks to every other, yet. Payment
information is collected by our third party provider. You also have the option to pay in person or
by calling the shop.
Your Access to and Control Over Information
If even our somewhat weekly emails get to be too much for your inbox, you may unsubscribe
from our email list at any time using the Safe Unsubscribe feature provided on our email blasts.
Once you do that, we are unable to add you back in under the same email address.
On the other hand, If you have an email change you’d like us to know about because you don’t
want to miss a single email from us, you may reach us via the contact info on this website.
Security
We take precautions to protect your information by making sure we work only with industry
leaders to provide us services in in email marketing, online transactions and website
maintenance.
Wherever we collect sensitive information (such as credit card data), that information is
encrypted and transmitted to us in a secure way. You can verify this by looking for a lock icon
in the address bar and looking for "https" at the beginning of the address of the Web page.
If you feel that we are not abiding by this privacy policy, you should contact us immediately.

If you actually took the time to read this, thanks! Now, go bead something!

